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About This Game

Ancient Warfare 3 is a complete redevelopment of the second part to improve the experience from the core of the game. Dive
into a huge sandbox full of action and customization! Choose from different gamemodes like Deathmatch, Reach point,

conquest, king of the hill, zombie mode, arsenal and more. Create you own scenarios in the custom battle editor. Choose your
rules, change the environment, place units, objects or traps, choose your equipment or just relax and spectate a battle.

Explore the content from different eras like stone age, medieval ages, WWI, WWII and compare them to modern and future
weapons or just recreate some historic battles.

Fight your enemies on the ground, in the air or on the ocean, it's your choice!

Your player can use a very advanced and mixed equipment which will allow dynamic combat. Use a sword to cut your enemies
into pieces, a baton to punch them down, guns or bows to shoot at them, or an rpg to blow them up. Protect yourself with a
shield and wear armor to get some protection for different kind of weapons. To support you and your mates, you can carry

different grenades, healthpacks or ammo supplies.

Much content is already in game and there are still much more gamemodes, units, weapons and equipment planned. Until then,
you can test the 670+ units in game with 277+ equipment items and place 175+ different objects.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: Quad Core 2.5GHz+

Memory: 2 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3000 MB available space
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This game is literally unplayable. When the game starts, you are killed immediatelly. No luck after trying to figure out how it
works after a longer session.

What is more annoying is when you have two monitors, the mouse is moving out from the primary monitor and the game loses
focus.

AVOID!. Thought it would be like Company of Heros.... it's not. Noobs need not apply.. Ignore the shovelware positive reviews
for this trash. This is nothing but yet another quickly rushed money grab achievement spamming asset flip made by an asset flip
spamming developer here on Steam.

Complete Garbage game that is only getting positive reviews by Steam users who care more about getting bombarded with
achievements for no reason than they care about playing an actual good or fun game.

0 achievements out of 10 billion. FAIL. NOT RECOMMENDED! - Save your 49 cents, and if you're actually thinking about
paying more for this, just use cold hard cash as toilet paper instead as it would be money better spent.. Story:
Our story begins as a girl is playing on her magical piano when her cell opens. After some exploring, she meets a boy called
Melchior who was recently threw into the prison and is thrilled to meet someone who isn't trying to kill him and together decide
to find a way to escape.

One if the interesting things about the the story is that the only voice for most of the game is Melchior who tries to be optimistic
with his new friend but those feel the dread and is only holding on because of his friend. And while Celesta doesn't talk(either
because she's a mute or she doesn't know how) I do like that shes doesn't fully understand whats happening and immediately
gets attached to Melchior because he the first person shes ever met and I love her expressions she makes, my favourite is when
she looks confused or curious as it just looks cute.

The relationship between the two leads is very sweet and is clearly the "heart" of the story.I mainly see it as true friendship with
Melchior telling her about everything he knows and wants to show her and shows and wants her to have a life and Celesta helps
supports him and stops him falling into despair and would give her life to make sure he can be happy. This is also seen in
gameplay and I'll wait til I talk about gameplay before I explain

And one final quick point is that I really liked the Sentinel but wished the other bosses were had a personality like him mainly
his motives and goal made him an interesting anti-villain and his last moments were nice.

Gameplay:
Lets get this out of the way. Yes the game is very short. There's even an achievement for speed running this game in a hour and
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a half. I don't have a problem with that.

The main feature in this game is the spell fusion and its a very good system and fits with the whole partnership. Just use a
characters innate ability followed by a magic card and then watch the fireworks. I would admit this makes the game a tiny bit
easy...if it wasn't for almost every enemy hitting like a truck and aren't shy about poisoning the two. I see it as one of the more
balanced combat systems I've played as its more about strategy: weaken and attack when possible and turtle and heal in an
emergency. And that's the simple way of explaining. I admit there was one boss that was ridiculously easy but I just exploited
his weakness. Another was easy for story reasons.

But what shows how hard this game can be is when your alone because even the first fight in the game is brutal by yourself
before you get your partner and learn magic. Some people might say this is a bad thing but I like to think of it as Story-
Gameplay integration showing how powerful you are together but alone, your as weak as a biscuit in tea.

Presentation:
Lets start with the music. There no doubt the music is beautiful, but I eventually got bored of it. The music Celesta plays on her
piano is a lovely song but when I realised the dungeon song was the same song, I just stopped paying attention. Its not bad, just
not my kind of music.

The art is pretty good. The two leads and the bosses are all look lovely and are very colourful which contrast the monster which
are mostly fleshy things that came from Silent Hill. I liked the character portraits but I wish they were bigger since its just the
two of them and Celesta mainly communicates through her expressions and I feel that they were too small for her.

Verdict:
Despite the length this is a nice short story and a pretty good battle system and I don't regret buying it.

9\/10. Fun game. Pain in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 but you have to play smart, time your attacks right, and ration
your weapons properly. You find companions and start with a few throw-away bots.

I suggest one playthrough with the tutorial before trying out impossible missions. You'll get hella frustrated otherwise.

Also don't keep playing missions that are killing you. The more times you attempt the less time\/more critical the situation with
the mutants gets. (100 percent ends the game)

Work in progress, for sure, but as it stands is well worth the money and support!. I think this game has a lot of pottential but the
frame rate is so bad at the moment that i cant even play it.. I'd buy that for a dollar!
(or more, even...)

Edit
====
Two years later: Where's the bloody game, brah?
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As bayraklar\u0131 as as :D

Boring game btw. Well that was messed up :\/. Half-Life: Opposing Force

This is the best add on to Half-Life in my opinion. There are new weapons and not a single crowbar. You can also create a time
paradox. Race X creatures are really good enemies and the gene worm is a lot more threatening than a gargantua and a PCV suit
instead of an HEV suit or an armour vest. You get to interact with other soldiers and maybe even create a small group. I really
have nothing negative to say about this, everything works well. Get this if you like Half-Life series!

Grade: 10/10. I'll make this short and sweet.

Simply put, this is just another lazy cashgrab in a long line of lazy cashgrabs by this developer. The Lost Souls is a "sequel" to
White Mirror - except it's practically the same game with a different color palette. Same setting, same "walk-up-to-statue-and-
hit-keys-in-a-certain-order" puzzles, same underwater switch flipping, same monster, same, same, SAME.

Game is completable within 20 minutes, assuming it doesn't crash. (It's worth noting, the game didn't crash for me like it
apparently did for others) The "puzzles" are literally just typing words backwards in order to open locked doors. Unfulfilling,
dull, senseless tripe. I'm sure the same will be said about the next game this developer uploads about 3 months from now, per his
schedule.

In summary, terrible.. Great pack, F2004 is currently my favourite, wonderful car that feels so fun to drive and has incredible
sound.

Only problem I have with this pack is that if you give the AI the new F1 cars, they just end up in the grass\/gravel within the
first 5 laps, making the races no where near as fun as they could be...

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=wm3ybQWBORc. Very expensive DLC, frankly a rip off king of DLCs, absolutely unfair
deal they force on you. Some dudes out there in Africa could sustain their life on 5$ for a month! Simply don't buy it, it's for
elites like me.. I bought this game with sale coupon, it's worth the money :)

+Trading cards
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